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Megabytes as Currency of the Kenyan Internet
After cash, mobile money and airtime, megabytes are
Kenya’s fourth currency. Megabytes and mobile data
are a source of insight and intelligence into human
behaviour with modern technology. Globally, Kenya
has distinguished itself for its inventive prowess and
pioneering mobile money landscape.
Throughout the 2000s, Kenya established the
conditions that would spawn startups like Ushahidi
from the post-election crisis and M-Pesa from a pilot
project to pioneering global mobile commerce
technology. Co-working spaces and communities like
the iHub emerged and paved a way for dozens more
to follow the blueprint of building technology
communities.

This report delivers an account of the characteristics
of connectivity, the challenges of mobile experiences
and the capacity of mobile devices for creation,
consumption and data privacy.
The State of Mobile Data in Kenya defines the
journey to consuming an estimated 269 million
gigabytes in 2018 on the road to crossing 1 billion
gigabytes in 2022. The report delivers by reflecting
on Kenya to craft predictions and provocations on
the future of technology, business and society that
will impact the rest of the African continent.

In 2019, the next wave of insights and impact will
come from studying the members of Kenyan society
connected to the internet.
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KENYA’S NEWEST
CHALLENGE
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Kenya’s Newest Challenge:
Navigating the “Attention Economy”
The past century has seen a shift from information
scarcity to information overabundance thanks to the
internet and new media. The consequence is the
scarcity of human attention. No longer are Kenyan
consumers restricted to accessing information via
radio, television and media print. In this digital era,
information is found on social media and search
engines, from both verified and unverified sources.
Furthermore, consumers access it on and across
multiple screens e.g. desktop computer, tablet,
television and/or mobile phone. There exists, for
some, an oversupply of information. Urban connected
Kenyans, like other media consumers worldwide,
must constantly decide which information to
consume and which to ignore.
Previously, access meant making mobile devices
available, mobile networks accessible and
connectivity affordable. Presently, the focus is on the
mobile device itself; its battery life, storage capacity
and management of megabytes. The mobile device,
and smartphone specifically, continues to capture

greater amounts of human time and attention. The
smartphone is the passport to navigate the internet
and the world of information oversupply.

CONTEXT OF THE INFORMATION
LANDSCAPE
For thousands of years, African oral tradition
witnessed history, cultural norms and stories passed
down from generation to generation. Kenya's first
printing press was established in the year 1895. It
heralded Kenya's first step into the age of the written
word. Over decades, as more Kenyans were exposed
to education and became more literate, their demand
for the written word increased.

"Once mere consumers of news, the
audience is learning how to get a better,
timelier report. It’s also learning how to
join the process of journalism, helping
to create a massive conversation and, in
some cases, doing a better job than the
professionals."
Media and technology writer, Dan Gillmor

If a letter were to arrive in a Kenyan village, the
villagers would convene around the person who could
read and interpret the news for them. This age
featured a captive audience, prepared to invest its full
attention to the information being transmitted,
broadcast, mailed, published, read and spoken. More
so, when the Voice of Kenya, later known as the

State of Mobile Data 2019: Kenya’s Newest Challenge
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Kenya Broadcasting Corporation (KBC) commenced
transmission in English from 1928¹ and brought
Kenya into the age of mass media.
Over 124 years later since the first printing press,
mobile data and digital information have completely
altered how audiences consume information. The
amount of available information far outweighs the
individual’s mental space and disposable time to
consume it.
In Kenya, the democratisation of media in Kenya
during the 1990s and digital migration in 2015,
respectively, resulted in an increase of news and
information publishers and sources. The first led to
competition and private sector involvement in media.
Digital migration describes the process of shifting
from analogue to digital broadcasting.
The migration to digital terrestrial television
broadcasting frees up valuable spectrum of wireless
broadcasting frequencies, previously occupied by
analogue signals from media broadcasters. These
frequencies become available for auction to
public/private organisations to provide higher
broadband internet services. In Kenya, digital

14-68

migration led to an increase in the number of
television stations from 14 to 68, with over 22 of
these multiple cities. Kenya has 173 licensed radio
stations and 9 major newspapers².
Provided a consumer has access to mobile data or a
premium SMS service, the day's headlines arrive as
instantaneous breaking news alerts. There is less
need to wait for the information in the morning
newspaper. This is true with digital versions of the
day’s papers being published in e-newspaper apps
for paying customers before the crack of dawn. As
soon as the morning alarm on the smartphone rings,
users with mobile data will access headlines. This is
in contrast to turning on the radio for
top-of-the-hour news or purchasing the day’s
newspaper.

Licensed television
stations

The term “attention economics" best describes
Kenya and the world today. Specifically, human
attention is now a scarce commodity because
information is in abundance. Information is
considered to be in abundance, to the point of an
oversupply. The challenges that come with this are
affordable access to the information as well as the
choice of what sources of information to consume.
This phenomenon raises two interesting questions:
how are consumers managing the mobile data to
ensure they have access to the information they
want when they want it? How are they deciding
which information to consume and which to ignore?
There are lessons to be learnt from the mobile data
consumption habits of Kenyans and where they

State of Mobile Data 2019: Kenya’s Newest Challenge
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1 Billion GBs

2014, Kenya had a maximum capacity of 848 Gbps
(billions of bits per second) and utilised 467 Gbps. By
2019, the maximum capacity had increased by 458%
to 4,623 Gbps demonstrating increased investment.
Usage had grown by 109% to 977.04 Gbps showing
the available capacity outweighs the capacity utilised.

EXPECTED ANNUAL DATA
CONSUMPTION FOR KENYA BY 2022

direct the scarce resources of their megabytes. It is
important to observe the habits of Kenyans as active
creators and not just consumers of digital
information.
Consider, for example, the activities of Kenyans on
Twitter such as raising awareness of human rights
and societal issues, organising protests and
defending the country’s media coverage3. The
microblogging social network, smaller by comparison
to the rest of the Kenyan internet landscape, is a
constant shaper of opinion among the public and an
influencer on mainstream media. Digital media is
enriching traditional media. Mainstream television
stations in Kenya feature tweets from viewers who
post comments about their opinion polls and
feedback questions, especially prime-time news
bulletins. This creates an active audience, as
opposed to viewers who choose to strictly watch and

consume the news.
Media and technology writer, Dan Gillmor
describes it as "Once mere consumers of
news, the audience is learning how to get a better,
timelier report. It’s also learning how to join the
process of journalism, helping to create a massive
conversation and, in some cases, doing a better job
than the professionals4."

CONSEQUENCES OF THE ATTENTION
ECONOMY
Kenya's internet bandwidth consumption has grown
strongly year-on-year since The East Africa Marine
System (TEAMS)5, the country’s first undersea
fibre-optic cable, went live in April 2009. In the year

Kenya now has four undersea fibre-optic cables and
increased penetration of 4G and 3G mobile network
connectivity across the country. Kenyans continue to
show their desire and appetite for news and
information across the web. In 2018, Kenyans were
expected to use over 269 million gigabytes of data
across video, web browsing, music, communications,
social networking and other digital content. By 2022,
data consumption for Kenya is expected to cross 1
billion gigabytes per year6. The creation and
consumption that underpins the internet market is on
an upward trend. 2018 total internet market revenues
for Kenya were estimated to be $1.1 billion, expected
to double to $2 billion by 2022. Kenya has earned the
name “Silicon Savannah” to describe its robust
internet, technology and mobile ecosystem.

State of Mobile Data 2019: Kenya’s Newest Challenge
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THE 3C’s OF
THE KENYAN
INTERNET
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Context
To better understand the mobile internet and data
landscape in Kenya, we will approach the task of
describing Kenya's mobile internet and data
landscape from three different angles:t

Context
Explaining the background of the landscape

Consumption

THE MOBILE PHONE AND THE
INFORMATION SUPERHIGHWAY
Africa has been described as mobile-only, speaking
to the primacy of the device7. Spreading further than
electricity or radio, mobile phones of all shapes and
sizes are a key touchpoint of life in Africa. The
increase in mobile phone penetration advances the
desire for information from users.

Examining where megabytes are used.

Control
Expounding on ways to manage megabytes.

IN THE BEGINNING WAS THE CYBER CAFÉ
Those with the disposable time and money to access
and utilise the internet between 2000 and 2010,
primarily did so at the cyber cafe. The cyber cafes
were used for business, personal affairs,
entertainment and even education. Students visited
cyber cafes for computer classes on Microsoft Office
“packages” such as Word, PowerPoint and Excel to
advance their computer literacy following their Kenya
Certificate of Secondary Education (KCSE) national
high school examination. Other consumers sought
entertainment, individual songs, videos, or mixed
music CDs, movies and other downloadables.

The cyber cafe was also used to communicate with
relatives abroad - through either affordable
international calling rates or email correspondence.
The cyber cafe attendant provided technical advice
and repair services for electronic devices including
computers, mobile phones, radios and television sets.
Cyber cafe attendants also typed up documents,
charging per word or page. Millennials, those born
1981 and 1996, walked into cyber cafes seeking the
answer to one question - how to join Facebook. For
this, they required an email address and the place to
register for one was the cyber cafe.
Cyber cafes charged an extra cost, and still do in
2019, for helping their customers register accounts
on Gmail, Outlook and Yahoo. This is despite their
“pay as you go” model where a user pays for the time
they are using a computer. Back in 2008, an
individual could spend as much as Ksh. 500 to
register their email address at a cyber cafe. Over a
decade later, the figure can be Ksh. 50.
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For a long time, the cyber cafe, and by proxy, the
cyber cafe attendant, acted as a gatekeeper to
information, access to the internet and technology at
large.
When customers registered for email addresses, for
example, cyber cafe attendants used this to create a
long-term relationship and revenue. Besides the fees,
were psychological tricks cyber cafe attendants
would incorporate into the ritual of email access. In
the mid to late 2000s, for example, cyber cafe
attendants used the concept of the post office box to
describe email. Some attendants would suggest that
the cyber cafe visitor treat the specific desktop
computer they registered an email address on as
their personal computer for email access.
Consequently, the cyber cafe attendants tricked

visitors into creating a bond with a specific desktop
computer to guarantee repeat visits and revenue.
Cyber cafe attendants also often kept passwords to
email addresses and social media accounts they help
register and then accessed and used these illegally.
Between 2010 and 2019, the cyber cafe slowly gave
way to the mobile phone as the primary internet
gateway, due to falling mobile phone and mobile
internet prices. Cyber cafes have been reduced from
the sprawling hubs of desktop computers to smaller
outfits, focused on a business proposition of filling in
new services in the age of smartphones.

Photo: Nendo, December 2018. The rate card for services offered at a cyber cafe in Makueni County. It includes reference to various
printing, binding, scanning and photocopying services. First on the list is the installation of WhatsApp, registration for a Kenya Revenue
Authority personal identification number (PIN), photocopying, learning Microsoft Office Suite (Word, PowerPoint, Excel) “packages” and
email and Facebook account creation costs. The e-Citizen government driver’s license renewal is considered a charged service. While
there is an option to renew for three years, the cyber cafe has chosen to keep renewals to 1-year to extend their revenue sources. The
rationale being that a cyber cafe attendant would set it up for the visitor to return every year to renew their driver’s license, rather than
renew for three years and not return.
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The Modern Cyber Café Type, Register, Print
While cyber cafes in rural and peri-urban areas are
still able to run on the model described above, most
urban cyber cafes now trade in specialised services
such as printing, book-binding and assorted
secretarial services. This is especially true for
specialised government services such as registration
and application for Higher Education Loans Board
(HELB) student loans.
To submit an application, students are required to
register and provide their Kenya Revenue Authority
(KRA) PIN and bank account number. KRA also
encourages the submission of personal, income and
corporate taxes through its internet-based iTax
portal. Further, the Government of Kenya launched a
website through which it digitises public services. The
eCitizen website allows Kenyan citizens to apply for
passports, incorporate companies, apply and renew
driving licenses, among other services. For tourists,
they can apply for entry or transit visas and pay
online.
Registration and application activities are among the
primary sources of income for cyber cafes and their
attendants. They are charged for as separate services
in addition to pay-per-minute internet access.
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BILLING & BYTES: THE CYBER
CAFÉ VS THE SMARTPHONE
A key reason we consider the cyber cafe in the
equation of internet adoption is because of the fact
that it was, for most Kenyans, their first interaction
with the internet. The business model behind the
cyber cafe focused on selling time and access, not
billing for content and consumption.
Ksh. 20 at a cyber cafe bought you a set number of
minutes. Hence, consumers ranked cyber cafes by
their per-minute price and their internet speeds. The
smartphone consumes using a different model:
consumption of bytes - kilobytes, megabytes and
gigabytes. Consumers purchase megabytes using
pre-paid airtime, mobile money or loyalty points.
Megabytes on mobile networks are frequently sold as
“bundles” providing a preset amount of megabytes
or gigabytes for a fixed amount of currency. The
cyber cafe’s business model is built on acquiring
‘uncapped’ access and reselling it for pay-as-you-go
usage. The phone requires a pay-as-you-go
purchase of bundles to experience the internet.

As mobile phones advance in sophistication and
functionality, they increase the total consumption of
megabytes. More expensive phones with larger
screens, faster processors and larger storage
capacity will consume a greater number of
megabytes in everyday use.

Smartphones, Feature
Phones & Basic Phones
The mobile phone holds the key to an understanding
of connectivity. To better explain the journey that
Kenya and Africa have been on, we can look at the
evolution of the features and functionality of phones.
Over the past 25 years, mobile phones have shifted
from an expensive accessory to an affordable
necessity to life and society.

8

Increased mobile internet connectivity delivers
economic development.
Mobile phones develop in lockstep with the
underlying network infrastructure from mobile
network operators - physical infrastructure and
wireless connectivity technologies. These wireless
technologies are known as “generations”. They are
often referred to in the abbreviated format of “G” in
2G, 3G and 4G. With each successive generation,
comes an increase in the speed and efficiency of the
network.

The speeds9 of these different generations of
wireless mobile telecommunications technology are
as follows:

Every 10% increase in fixed broadband penetration
increases GDP by 1.38% in developing economies
according to the World Bank. In Senegal, mobile
penetration had a bigger effect on the economy than
fixed broadband demonstrating Africa’s potential.
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20 Gbps/ 10 Gbps

5G
LTE-A(4G)

Connection Technology

LTE(4G)

1 Gbps/ 500 Mbps
100 Mbps/ 50 Mbps

HSPA+(H+)

168.8 Mbps/ 23.0 Mbps

HSPA+(H+)

84.4 Mbps/ 11.5 Mbps

HSPA+(H+)

42.2 Mbps/ 11.5 Mbps

HSPA+(H+)

21.1 Mbps or 28.0 Mbps/ 11.5 Mbps

HSPA+(H+)

14.4 Mbps/ 5.76 Mbps

HSPA(H)
UMTS(3G)

7.2 Mbps/ 3.6 Mbps
384Kbps/ 128Kbps

EDGE(E)

217.6Kbps/ 108.8Kbps

GPRS(G)

53.6 Kbps/ 26.8Kbps

GSM(2G)

14Kbps/ 14Kbps

0Mbps

2Gbps

4Gbps

6Gbps

8Gbps

10Gbps

12Gbps

Internet Speed (Upload/Download Speeds)

14Gbps

16Gbps

18Gbps

20Gbps

BASIC PHONES
Access is availed to the end-user is through his/her
unique identity on the mobile network - the phone
number - which is derived from a SIM card
purchased from the mobile network operator and
inserted into the device. The SIM card provides
access while the phone gives features and the
network provides the connectivity technology. Airtime
and mobile money are developed and embedded in
the SIM card across the network.
In general, there are 3 types of mobile phones on any
telecommunications network today:

BASIC PHONE

2000 to 2010 witnessed the rise of adoption and
investment in mobile phones. Basic phones are
low-end devices with the basic functionality of calls,
texts and often feature long battery life. Siemens,
Motorola, Sony-Ericsson and Sagem were among the
pioneers of basic phones. Nokia was for the better
part of a decade, a market leader on the African
continent. Nokia had dozens of best-selling basic
phones. The 1110 is, in fact, the definition of a basic
phone, sometimes referred to as a “dumb phone”.
The classic Nokia phone has a monochrome graphic
screen. Most basic phones cannot access the
internet.

FEATURE PHONE

SMART PHONES

State of Mobile Data 2019: Context
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FEATURE PHONES
Features phones are the device of choice for the
majority of emerging internet consumers in Kenya.
Many devices feature a colour screen and extra
features to a basic phone. Feature phones will have
access to a 2G or 3G version of the internet for a
text-based internet experience with search and social
media. The majority of feature phones will have a
physical keypad.
The X-Tigi S23 is an example of a modern feature
phone. It features a 10,000 mAh (milliAmp-hour)
battery that acts as a power bank that is able to
charge other electronic devices. When sold on
Kenyan e-commerce websites such as Jumia.com,
the phone is sold including a free solar light bulb at
no extra cost. The phone has a built-in torch that
shines 100 lumens. The outer casing of the phone is
rugged and durable with an industrial frame. The
phone comes with basic internet connectivity
through 3G, but no Wi-Fi connectivity.
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SMART PHONES
The majority of smartphones in Kenya are full-screen
devices running Google’s Android operating system.
There are iPhone and Windows phones still in the
market, but both are firmly in the minority with the
smartphone market over 98% Android. Many
smartphones offer a full touch screen that does
away with the physical keypad. Smartphones retail
for as little as Ksh. 3,000 and as much as Ksh.
180,000. They feature multi-tasking capabilities and
strong processing power. Wi-Fi connectivity is a
standard feature on these devices.
The Samsung Galaxy J7 is a good example of a
popular mid-level smartphone device on local mobile
networks. The Safaricom Neon Kicka 4 is a good
example of an entry-level smartphone, specifically
because of its pricing, coming in at Ksh. 3,499 and
running Android’s 8.1 Oreo - Go Edition, which is
tailored to phones with less than 1 GB of RAM. When
mobile network operators and original equipment
manufacturers partner it results in powerful business
propositions to the marketplace. Previous examples
of this include Safaricom and Huawei with the IDEOS
in 2011 and Telkom Kenya (Orange Kenya, at the
time) with the “Kaduda Smart” in 2016.

Each year, these devices
continue to
develop with
increased
computing and
processing
capabilities and
decreasing costs. Devices
gain larger or more effective
battery sizes and standby time to
allow them to go for longer periods of
time without charging. This is important
because electricity remains a challenge on
the continent with only 56% of Kenyans having
access to electricity.
Across Sub-Saharan Africa, there are over 500
million Africans who are yet to gain access to the
electrical grid10. Devices are also being
manufactured from more rugged and weather-proof
materials. This includes screens that can take
scratches and are resistant to dust and water. The
advancements in technology in the mobile phone
sector also lead to new features in devices such as
louder external speakers on phones to allow music to

98%

Android smartphone
market share

be played
and shared communally. These
are all subtle adjustments being made by aggressive
phone manufacturers to capture Africans interests
and desires by developing tailored solutions and
features in their smartphones.
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How Smartphones Work
To understand how megabytes are consumed on
smartphones, it is important to first understand how
they function from the moment they are unboxed by
an end-user. Smartphones require frequent
connectivity to operate optimally. For consumers
upgrading from basic or feature phones, this can be
a surprise. The phones begin to show their desire for
data the moment they are unboxed, for new phones,
or some time (days/weeks) after use, for
second-hand devices.

UNBOXING THE SMARTPHONE
What is the journey once a smartphone is shipped on
consignment to Africa from the global
manufacturing powerhouse of Shenzhen, China? For
several weeks or months, it may remain in its box
and in a dormant state. After it is sold or removed
from its box and a SIM card is inserted into the
device, it will seek to connect to the internet.
Either through Wi-Fi or a mobile internet
connection, the phone must “call home.” The delay

from when the smartphone is boxed and sealed to
when it arrives in the palm of a Kenyan mobile phone
user is long enough that the phone will seek to
update the following:11

Regional settings - where in the world is the
phone? What are the pre-installed apps and
agreements with mobile network operators
in place for the region?
Operator settings - what are the specific
protocols required to access the network and
mobile internet on a mobile network
operator?
Security & Stability updates - Android
updates are made available for download
globally every few weeks, to ensure the
smartphone runs smoothly with no
vulnerabilities.
Up-to-date mobile apps - apps that are
pre-installed on the smartphone will request
for the latest and most stable and secure
version. Most apps get a new update every
few weeks.
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Mobile application-initiated
data session: An example of
this could be fetching emails
or chat messages.
Sometimes set as frequent
as every 30 seconds or as
long as 5 or 15 min intervals.
WhatsApp, for example,
checks continuously.

This process applies goes for both Apple (iOS) and
Google (Android) devices. From the moment they are
unboxed, smartphones begin to consume data. If
unprepared, this data will come from the airtime or
mobile data bundles of an end-user. On a daily basis,
a smartphone will seek connectivity for the following
reasons:
Answering a network
page (incoming/outgoing
call, etc.). This may be a
few times per hour
depends upon call rates.

Location boundary
crossing: Devices initiate
signalling when crossing a
location area zone. This is
essential to make the
paging (incoming/outgoing
calls and SMSes) system
work.

User-initiated data session:
Opening YouTube is a good
example. One opens the app,
initiating a data session, then by
tapping on a video, continues it
by initiating the streaming of that
video’s content. User-initiated
sessions are at a lower rate when
the user is sleeping or not using
the phone actively.

Location update:
Mobile networks
configure devices to
update their location
periodically.
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SMARTPHONES OPERATING SYSTEMS
Smartphones are constantly sending and receiving
information. The greater the number of apps
installed on a device, the higher the likelihood that
they will seek to “call home” and consume mobile
data.
When it comes to Google’s Android operating
system, it depends on the OEM (original equipment
manufacturer) and the version of Android they’ve
adapted and shipped on the device. An end-user is
likely to get an Android interface that is different
from the ‘stock’ Android experience developed by
Google. It is the same core operating system, but a
different user interface. This doesn’t apply to
Windows Phone or iOS operating systems
respectively. The version of Android can be tailored
for the device or for a particular region.

The faster one’s connection is
to the internet, the more
megabytes one will consume

The phone’s specifications determine its ability to
deliver a consistent experience within the constraints
of multiple competing mobile apps and limited
storage space on the device. Think of a block of flats
sold by a particular developer. Each house has the
same infrastructure - the bathroom is in the same
area - but may be finished and furnished differently.
The new house owner chooses certain specifications
to match his/her budget and desires. Further, the
same way a house owner may choose between a
1-bedroom apartment, 3-bedroom and 4-bedroom
apartment, one can choose between a 1GB of RAM,
3GB of RAM and 4GB of RAM smartphone. All of
these have an effect on the performance of the
device when it comes to accessing the internet.
The faster one’s connection is to the internet, the
greater the number of megabytes apps will opt to
consume to deliver a premium experience.
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How Many Kenyans Are On the
Internet?
While there is agreement on the fact that feature phones and
smartphones have greatly increased the number of Kenyans online, it
is hard to determine their exact number. This is largely due to the use
of different measurement parameters. For example, the
Communications Authority of Kenya estimates there to be 42.2 million
internet users12. However, it has been reported that the methodology
used by the CA counts every fibre-optic internet subscription to be
used by 100 people13.
The Communications Authority also relies on operator returns with
interviews and standardised reporting from the corporations being
measured. Across Africa, it has been a struggle to determine the
unique number of mobile phone users. This can lead to
over-representing urban users who hold multiple SIM cards and
devices.

42.2m
21.2m

13m
12.1m

Other sources also report widely varying figures:

Internet Live Stats claims there are 21.2 million, circa 201614
CIA World Factbook cites 12.1 million, circa July 201615
Google Kenya’s CEO, during a press conference in October 2018,
mentioned over 13 million internet users in Kenya.
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CONNECTIVITY IS A WORK-IN-PROGRESS
Connecting low-income, first-time smartphone users,
is a challenge that goes beyond affording the device.
Some users are cautious about downloading apps
directly from the Google Play Store, perhaps because
of the cost, in data bundles, of doing so. Instead, a
growing habit is to transfer apps using peer-to-peer
(Wi-Fi Direct) technology through file-sharing apps.
In Kenya, the mobile application Xender was
downloaded over 1.2 million times in 2018. Xender
enables users to transfer and share files, apps,
documents and media between devices without using
the internet or mobile data. Devices include tablets,
computers and smartphones.
The total storage size of new mobile apps (how many
megabytes of local storage will they will occupy on
the phone) and the cost to download (in megabytes
or shillings) can be unclear for end-users. To
smartphone users, they have to grow their
understanding that the currency is megabytes, not
shillings.
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Apps may be free to register, access and use, but
there is a hidden cost in megabytes used to
download the mobile app and storage space on the
device that applies. This lack of clarity may be what
spurs visits to a cyber cafe where a person is
prepared to pay for a mobile app like WhatsApp to be
installed on their smartphone.
A year-long study where basic and feature phone
users in peri-urban and rural areas in Kenya were
provided with a smartphone yielded unexpected
findings. Over a year, the research project by the
Mozilla Foundation discovered that some participants
in the study developed habits of avoidance with their
phones. This was described as the habit where
smartphone users choose not to open certain mobile
apps or use features that consumed mobile data.
Instead, a section of research participants would
seek ways to use as little mobile data as possible.
Their reason being they could not afford the financial
implications of consuming more mobile data than
budgeted16. This behaviour is estimated to stem from
a lack of control and understanding about the

utilisation of their mobile bundles and megabytes.
However, studies by Internet.org and the Economist
Intelligence Unit show that Kenya has high mobile
data affordability, stating the price of 500 MB as 2%
of monthly GNI (Gross National Income) per capita17
as compared to the UN’s threshold of affordability is
5% of average monthly income18. By contrast, in 2018
the Alliance for Affordable Internet (AAI) positioned
Kenya at 4.01% of Gross National Income for the
price of 1 GB19. Still, compared to other countries in
the East African region, Kenya offers the lowest price
per Mbit per second in Africa at $3.4 per Mbit/s20.
The challenge of the macroeconomic view is it
doesn’t cater to the understanding of whether the
bottom 20% do have access to the 1 GB bundles and
whether they consider them affordable. The AAI’s
proposal would be to allow the bottom 20% of
income earners in a country to afford internet for 1
GB at 2% of GNI21. Are they practising habits of
avoidance? What controls would assist them to
manage their megabytes? Connectivity continues to

be a work in progress. Kenya continues to shift
towards reliable, affordable and accessible
connectivity across the country. Year-on-year prices
of data have continued to fall while the usage of
available bandwidth steadily grows.

Still, compared to other
countries in the East African
region, Kenya offers the
lowest price per Mbit per
second in Africa at $3.4 per
Mbit/s.

1 GB priced at
4.01% of GNI
Alliance for Affordable Internet
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02
SEX

Consumption
THE 5 S’s
OF THE KENYAN
INTERNET

STORIES

SOCIAL

SEARCH
SPORT

If Kenya’s megabytes are a form of
currency, where are they traded?
Kenyans spend their time online as
follows:
Search
Social
Sport
Sex
Stories
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Search
Search is driven by Google, the most
visited website in Kenya and the
world. Google is a gateway towards
various products, services and
experiences across the internet.

KENYAN SEARCH TRENDS & INSIGHTS
Google commands 96% market share of searches in
Kenya22. Google is also the operator of the Android
mobile operating system. Android is the "default"
operating system of more than 98% of smartphones
in Kenya eclipsing the more expensive Apple iPhone
and niche Windows Phone devices.
Worldwide, there are over 4.5 billion searches23
performed daily, and search behaviour is increasingly
being examined as a data set for a greater
understanding of digital citizens. While people may
lie to friends, family, doctors and researchers, they
leave revealing traces on the internet through their
search patterns. Google anonymises and aggregates
its search data and makes it available on Google
Trends.

Consider the annually trending word is
"leakage." The Kenyan Ministry of
Education has for several years accused
students, teachers, parents and
examiners of colluding in the Kenya
Certificate for Secondary Education
exams. Leakage is the term these various
parties use in search of disclosed questions
and study topics ahead of the examinations24.
If one searches for the term leakage in Kenya
using Google Trends, a specific pattern
emerges. Every November, during KCSE

national exam week, the word spikes and becomes
the subject of searches nationwide, achieving a score
of 100 in Google Trends. Leakage is a top search
result during each day of the KCSE examinations
annually. In 2018, Kenyans were particularly keen on
leakage for the Biology exams.
Overall, Google searches give an indication of the top
internet priorities for digitally connected Kenyans.
From them, we can make inferences where their
cash, mobile money, airtime and megabytes go to.

Oct 2015

100

Leakage 100

75
50
25
0
Feb 1, 2012

Mar 1, 2014

April 1, 2016

May 1, 2018
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KENYA’S MOST POPULAR SEARCHES
"SportPesa" was 2018's most popular search query
and most popular topic of the year on Google. The
sports betting firm, SportPesa, has held this position
for three-years straight from 2016 to 2018. The
second most popular search term of 2018 was
"Livescore" a website that shows live scores, results
and fixtures from soccer leagues around the globe.
From 2010 to 2015, the most popular search query
was "Kenya" in first place followed by "Facebook".
The first in reference to news and information
regarding the country, the other being the social
networking service. In 2015, SportPesa was placed
8th and rose to dominate through millions of search
queries.
Comparing with regional neighbours in 2018,
Tanzania's most popular search query was
"Download", followed by "Video". Its most popular
topic was "Video". Tanzania is the visual capital of
East Africa with impressive use of visual digital
media platforms such as YouTube and Instagram.
Uganda's most popular query was “Uganda”, followed
by "News." The word "Livescore" was the third most
searched query on Google showing a similar desire to
Kenya for sports betting information and results.

Social
Social media is a defining pastime for Kenyans.
Facebook is Kenya's second most visited website and
its largest social network with over 8.5 million
Kenyans visiting the site each month.
Over 98% of Kenyans on Facebook use their mobile
phones to connect and use the service. Twitter is the
10th most visited site in Kenya and has approximately
1.5 million monthly active users. The total reach and
impact of Twitter cannot be reduced to its users.
Twitter holds a strong and unique level of influence
and impact. It is mentioned constantly during live
news broadcasts on all major radio and television
stations in the country. Also, newsmakers, politicians
and journalists frequent the microblogging service
and breaking news updates are frequently shared on
the platform. Twitter users in Kenya have
distinguished themselves globally as a powerful force
to be reckoned with. Kenyans on Twitter, or #KOT,
frequently comment on issues of civil society, human
rights, politics, humour, sport, current affairs and
more25.

Kenyans on Twitter have been able to turn trending
topics into matters of national importance and
discussion on mainstream media.
Social media conversations aren't limited to their
originating social media sites, but will often get a
second life in the form of screenshots that travel far
and wide across the internet. In Kenya, memes humorous images, video, pieces of text spread rapidly
by internet users - are most-often created on Twitter,
Facebook or Instagram and spread to other social
networks including messaging app Whatsapp.

98%
of Kenyan Facebook
users are active on
mobile phones
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Sport
In 2013, the Kenyan sports betting industry formally
began with the launch of pioneer SportPesa. Since
then the sector has grown to include over 23
licensed bookmakers. The mobile phone is the
gateway to the sports betting experience.
Anyone over the age of 18 can join by sending an
SMS to a prespecified short code number and top up
their account through mobile money. Megabytes are
used to find information on fixtures, matches, odds
and results. This content is sought to provide
information while placing bets. This explains how
“Livescore” rose to become Kenya’s second most
popular search query of 2018.
One-third of the most popular websites Kenyans visit
are sports betting websites:
BetIn.co.ke is the fourth-most visited website
in Kenya
SportPesa.co.ke is the fifth-most visited
website in Kenya.

Top 10 Most Visited Websites

1

GOOGLE.COM

6

BETPAWA.CO.KE

2

FACEBOOK.COM

7

SPORTPESA.CO.KE

3

YOUTUBE.COM

8

XNXX.COM

4

BETIN.CO.KE

9

GOOGLEWEBLIGHT.COM

5

XVIDEOS.COM

10

TWITTER.COM

BetPawa.co.ke is the seventh-most visited
site in Kenya
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05

Sex

Stories

Adult entertainment or pornographic content is also
a part of the Kenyan digital staple. Two adult
websites feature in the top 10 most popular websites
at fifth and eighth place respectively26. Globally,
adult websites occupy the 10th, 11th and 13th spots
of the top 15 most visited websites in the world27.

Stories have been given a new meaning, referring to
a vertical content publishing format pioneered by
visual social network Snapchat. It involves publishing
in a vertical format. This means that the end-user of
the mobile phone does not have to turn their phone
sideways to view images and video.

This means Kenya has adult sites ranked higher than
the global average. In comparison to Uganda,
Rwanda, Burundi, Tanzania and Ethiopia, no other
East African country has more sports betting or
adult websites in its top 10 list of websites28.

This Snapchat feature was later copied by Facebook
and Instagram and is commonly known as Stories.
Instagram Stories surpassed Snapchat’s total
monthly active user base. Instagram Stories has over
500 million daily active users globally30. WhatsApp
copied the feature and titled it Status and it has also
exceeded Snapchat’s total global user-base. In 2019,
Kenyans will use this format to deliver marketing,
advertising, social media updates and popularise the
storytelling format.

One concern is underage access to these sites. In
2018, Kenyan mobile network providers signed a
charter with the Communications Authority to
implement parental control technology on their
networks in 201929. In South Africa and the United
Kingdom, SIM cards purchased without providing
photo identification to prove age can be restricted
from accessing adult and sports betting content.

Looking at the broader internet landscape beyond
social media, Kenyans view news and visual
storytelling as an increasingly important content
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consumption and creation format. YouTube is Kenya's
third most visited website in Kenya. The world's
second largest search engine after Google is a
popular destination for news, entertainment, sports,
politics, current affairs, music and other topics.

1:1

9:16

6200
5800

6000
5000
TWITTER MENTIONS

YouTube experienced a spike in engagement and
traffic during the January to February 2018 Media
Shutdown of 3 leading Kenyan media houses. Royal
Media Services Citizen TV, Nation Media Group's NTV
and Standard Media Group's KTN, were off-air but
continued to stream their news online through
YouTube.
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INOORO

MEDIA HOUSES & PLATFORMS
There were over 31,000 mentions of the Media Shutdown in January according to CrimsonHexagon.com
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Mobile Bundles:
Access, Affordability and AdTech
In order to gain valuable perspectives into the mobile
ecosystem, Nendo chose to run and/or replicate
experiments around the internet and mobile data. To
gain perspective on the state of mobile data, it is
important to evalute the core currency and how it is
acquired and traded. How far does hard cash go in
choosing from 197 different mobile bundles? How
are Wi-Fi companies copying and adapting bundles
to public spaces and transport? When Kenyans visit
mainstream media websites, how much of their data
goes to serving them content or serving them
advertisements?

Consumers subscribe to each of these mobile phone
network data bundles primarily through USSD
commands. For example, *544#, pioneered and
promoted by Safaricom, has been also been adopted
by Airtel. After dialling this shortcode, users receive
a "buffet menu" of internet bundle options, each with
its own price.

To pick the right bundle, users must consider bundle
expiry dates, expected internet speeds, their
needs/usage habits and their finances. Just-in-time
offers and additional text can appear unexpectedly
as users navigate the 3-7 commands required to
dial and purchase a data bundle. Therefore, users are
often making split-second decisions about which
bundle to buy.

HOW MOBILE DATA BUNDLES WORK - IN &
OUT OF BUNDLE BROWSING
Do Kenyans understand how to purchase data
bundles? While it may appear an obvious question
with an answer in the affirmative, there are 197
different data bundles in Kenya across mobile
networks.
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THE COST OF ACCESS
There are two main ways to browse the internet on
an internet enabled device: in-bundle and
out-of-bundle rates. “In bundle” rates mean a fixed
price bought for a fixed amount of currency. “Out of
bundle” rates refer to how the mobile network
operators will charge for connectivity from airtime.

Kenyan internet users deserve to learn and
understand these in greater detail to make wiser
decisions for themselves.
Out of bundle rates are priced as follows:

OUT-OF-BUNDLE BROWSING RATES (PRICE PER MB)

KSH 2/=
PER MB

KSH 3/=
PER MB

KSH 4/=
PER MB

KSH 4/=
PER MB

This graphic was changed to reflect updated pricing on 15 March 2019
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IN-BUNDLE PRICING
In-bundle pricing is more complicated. When we
examine the pricing strategies of mobile network
operators, we learn that their mobile bundles are
priced with several elements in mind:

Each of these come together to create a
price-to-value ratio. What often doesn't feature is
the question of speed, reliability and quality of the
network connection.

Price - Kenya Shillings
Amount - Megabytes
Duration - Expiry Dates
Special Benefits - e.g. "Free WhatsApp"

On Airtel, it
buys 8 MB

Faiba 4G doesn't
have any bundles at
Ksh. 5, its cheapest
starts at Ksh. 50 for
1 GB

On Safaricom, this
buys 7 MB, 7 SMS

At the bottom end of the scale for mobile network
operators, is the Ksh. 5 daily bundle.

On Telkom, it buys
Daily WhatsApp
access for 24
hours

On Equitel it buys
7 MB and 7 SMS
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IN-BUNDLE PRICING
The average daily usage of a smartphone user in
Kenya is approximately 10 MB per day. While
averages are not always the best metric, this

Telkom's Daily WhatsApp
bundle goes for Ksh. 5
while its Holla bundle
provides 10 MB and 40
SMS for Ksh. 10.

amounts to approximately 250 MB per month. For
that, here is what the various networks offer:

Faiba 4G doesn't
have any bundles at
Ksh. 5, its cheapest
starts at Ksh. 50

Safaricom has no 10MB
bundle, rather a 7 MB
bundle (described earlier)
and a 15 MB bundle with
15 SMS for Ksh. 10.

Airtel also has no 10MB
bundle, rather an 8 MB
bundle (described
earlier) and a 40 MB
bundle for Ksh.10.

This graphic was changed to reflect updated pricing on 15 March 2019
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At the top-end of the
scale is the monthly
bundles where we see
the highest-end of the
spectrum.

Faiba 4G's top-most
offer is 210 GB
(215040 MB) for

Ksh. 6,000.

Telkom's "Home
Plan" offers 100 GB
(102400 MB) for

Airtel's 90 Day data
bundle gives Ksh. 70 GB
(71680 MB) for

Ksh. 5,999.

Ksh. 9,000.

Safaricom's Platinum 10k+
gives 40 GB (40,960 MB),
1500 minutes and
Unlimited SMS for Ksh.
10,00031 for 30 days.

Ksh. 10,000.

BUNDLES IN THE WI-FI WORLD
Wi-Fi connectivity has seen the adoption of the
"bundle" approach. EveryLayer, under the brand
name Surf, in partnership with Facebook's Express
Wi-Fi service provides prepaid Wi-Fi bundles. Kenya's
largest Wi-Fi hotspot provider, Surf has over 1,000
hotspots in public locations in Kenya.
In Nairobi, Mombasa, Kisumu and Eldoret, Kenya's
major cities, Surf has a free 100 MB every day for up
to 5 days after registering to join the platform. While
using the service, users can top-up by recharging
from partners who sell access and bundles to
SurfSpots or Facebook Express Wi-Fi.

Wi-Fi and Fixed Broadband Connectivity partners are
bringing new perspectives on what connectivity
means. Poa! Internet provides unlimited internet
connectivity through street Wi-Fi and Home internet
connectivity in underserved areas.
The firm has an offer for 1 hour of unlimited internet
usage for Ksh. 10. At that price, it may be Kenya's
most affordable bundle. For customer service,
they've partnered with neighbourhood cyber cafes to
allow for troubleshooting and support.
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Online Ads in Kenyan Media
Secretly Consume Mobile Data
Nendo has found, that 7-70% of mobile data used to
load pages on websites like the Daily Nation,
Standard Digital, The Star, among others are used
for advertising technology (ad-tech) scripts and
tracking tools32.

INTRODUCTION
Millions of mobile internet users in Kenya work hard
to acquire their mobile data bundles. Advertisers
want to target their adverts to internet destinations
(publishers) where Kenyans are spending their time
and attention. Publishers want to track their readers
to learn more about their behaviours, interests and
to discover more of their "data diet." Where else do
readers visit for news and information?
These practices are only possible through
advertising tracking technology (AdTech). AdTech
firms track audiences (readers/users of websites
and apps) to predict their behaviour, personality and
interests. They then provide this information to
advertisers to raise the precision of tracking and
targeting messages.

AdTech companies are seeking to solve an age-old
problem: marketing attribution. Companies want to
know the most effective channel for marketing and
advertising. In the digital age, it is possible to track
intent of a user and expose them to multiple
messages over time to calculate which (message,
platform, time of day, the colour of advertisement)
was responsible for the greatest conversion rate.
The transparency of the digital age means that there
are hundreds (if not thousands) of data points that
are available for further scrutiny upon visiting a
website or using a web app. These include, but are
not limited to:

HARDWARE
Device Manufacturer
Screen size
Operating system

SOFTWARE
Web browser
Location & Geography
Time of day/night

TARGETING
Past behaviour e.g. browsing history and
search history.
Context - what the individual page and
content are at that specific time.
Demographics - age, gender, household
income, interests.
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THE DARK SIDE OF ADTECH
The hidden cost of AdTech is the consumption of a
user’s megabytes, not to serve the information a user
wishes to access on a website, but instead to load
scripts, tracking software and advertisements to
serve publishers and advertisers.
Nendo replicated a study on top content publishers
in Kenya to understand what percentage of the size
of the web page on their websites represented the
content and what percentage represented AdTech,
specifically scripts, trackers and advertising tools.

HOW MUCH ADTECH DOES MAINSTREAM MEDIA WEBSITES CONTAIN?

70%

60%

43%

35%

DAILY NATION

KENYANS.CO.KE

CAPITAL FM

CITIZEN DIGITAL

STANDARD DIGITAL

34%

31%

22%

17%

7%

NAIROBI NEWS

SDE

K24/MEDIAMAX

BUSINESS DAILY

THE STAR

17%
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THE DATA COST OF ONLINE ADVERTISING
ON MAINSTREAM PUBLISHERS IN KENYA
The experiment used Ghostery, an ad-blocking
extension for the Google Chrome web browser.
Ghostery intercepts all traffic on web pages and is
able to enable or disable certain traffic from
advertising technology websites. Ghostery and other
ad-blocking tools use lists which comprise the
websites, domain names and scripts used by
advertising technology websites.
When turned on, Ghostery will disable traffic to those
advertising technology websites, using fewer
megabytes in the process. For the experiment, web
pages were loaded without Ghostery enabled. This
allowed the tracking of the full size of the page in
megabytes. Then, with Ghostery turned on, they were
loaded without advertisements and ad-tracking tools.
This allowed the calculation of the difference, where
applicable, in megabytes.
Mainstream media houses are popular destinations,
even featuring in the top 10 most popular searches
on Google between 2010 and 2015. The range of
AdTech impacts the loading of web pages to a large
extent. Online commerce giant Amazon estimates

that every additional second of loading speed can
lead to losses of $1.6 billion in the United States33.
In Nendo's study, Radio Africa Group’s The Star
website had the least AdTech, accounting for 7% of
the megabytes spent loading the content. Nation
Media Group’s The Daily Nation website had the
greatest amount of AdTech saw it account for 70% of
the megabytes consumed loading a web page.
Digital publisher Kenyans.co.ke had the 2nd-most
data consumption to AdTech at 60%. Radio station
and digital publisher Capital FM had their website
use 43% on AdTech while Citizen Digital and Nairobi
News rounded up the top 5 sites with 35% and 34%
respectively.
In South Africa, the experiment yielded similar results
with the country's top publishers using 60 to 80% on
advertising technology34. Were AdTech to be reduced
or turned off, this would increase web page loading
speeds for visitors and increase the value of each
kilobyte, saving website visitors their megabytes
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03

Control
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Software
When comparing Apple iOS devices to Google
Android ones, the sizes of the mobile apps and their
consumption rates are significantly higher for Apple
devices. This means the apps, their download size
and their consumption is expected to use more
megabytes. Apple's device ecosystem - iPads,
iPhones, Macs, etc. - is designed for a premium
experience. To show, by comparison, the Facebook

app on Google’s Android is 64 MBs, the Facebook
Lite app on Android is 1.4 MBs, and the Facebook
app on Apple’s iOS for the iPhone is 496.2 MBs.
Here are various common mobile apps that can
assist Kenyan users with managing the mobile data
footprint of the user:

iOS (MBs)

ANDROID (MBs)

LITE (MBs)

Facebook iOS App

456.9MBs
Facebook Android App

64.5MBs
Facebook Lite App

Messenger

240.8

44.1

6.6

Twitter

186.6

29.5

1.3

LinkedIn

159.4

33

0.9

Uber

335.8

61.7

5.4

Google

325.6

39.9

5.1

YouTube

245.8

32.5

8.7

Google Maps

197.9

31

0.2

1.4MBs

MINIMISING USAGE

01
Opera's “Mini” browser, with its small size and
promise to save on mobile data, has been a top 10
app across Africa for the last decade. The mobile
browser has data-saving settings to minimise the
unnecessary use of mobile data. In 2015, two
settings were launched: ‘Extreme’ & ‘High’ which
claim to save up to 90% of mobile data.
'Extreme' comes with a caveat that it may affect the
layout of web pages, causing some websites not to
function as expected. This was adjusted in 2015 to
include the 'High' data savings setting, which saves
data while rendering pages fully. The ‘High’ data
savings mode would load and compress web pages
and allow for additional savings. A new feature,
‘Automatic’ allows Opera to optimise the experience,
based on artificial intelligence.
Opera has begun to commercialise, having listed on
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the NASDAQ in July 2018. Over time, Opera may have
reneged on its initial data-saving promise by creating
an advertising network around its user base. The
adverts come through in-app ads and mobile push
notifications to the user’s device. This may consume
the end user's mobile data and/or provide
information about them to advertisers and third
parties.

02
This app creates a virtual private network (VPN) that
promises to analyse and reduce mobile data usage
by 30%. Recognising that it is common to share a
mobile phone, Datally has a setting where the owner
of the phone can limit the megabytes used by a
peer, colleague or family member. By setting a limit,
one can share their smartphone in confidence that
their usage will be tracked and limited.

03
This is another virtual private network (VPN) and data
management tool that was acquired and is now
owned by Facebook. The mobile app provides
monitoring services to alert users about which apps
are consuming more megabytes than expected in a
given time.
It has a special emphasis on background data of apps
and can limit usage of specific apps or generally limit
background data. Onavo Protect also states that it
can help secure personal information when on public
Wi-Fi. In August of 2018, Apple removed Onavo from
the Apple App Store. This was because the firm
considered the practices of the company to
contravene Apple's privacy policies citing "data
security and user privacy" as the reasons35.
Onavo, like many other apps listed here, collects
information on what other mobile apps are installed
on a user's device. It then sends such information to
Facebook, its parent company36. In February,

Facebook announced it would proactively take Onavo
Protect off the Google Play Store after an
investigation into its research activities on users
which have been criticised as spyware by
investigative journalists37. Kenyans downloaded
Onavo Protect over 190,000 times in 2018. Facebook
was incriminated for Project Atlas, a secretive
research app that paid teens to give the social
network full background access to their data and app
usage on their smartphones38. Project Atlas flouted
Apple’s App Store rules and began a wave of criticism
against Facebook.

04
Mozilla began as an open-source community of
technologists who volunteered their time and
intellect to building shared tools for the internet. The
firm has since diversified into a Foundation,
Corporation and suite of established products that
provide an alternative to Google, Microsoft and other
large technology enterprises.
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Mozilla created Firefox Focus as an alternative to its
popular Firefox web browser. Firefox Focus is
privacy-focused and automatically blocks trackers
and AdTech (analytics, social and content trackers
respectively). It touts the ability to speed up page
loading speeds and has advanced privacy features
that delete the web browsing history after every
session.

micropayments. This allows for remuneration from
user to publisher without the trade-offs of privacy
content being mined and exchanged.
The token works by paying publishers based on the
amount of time readers spend on their website using
the Brave browser. Users opt-in to reward the
publishers they admire and the publishers register to
receive tokens depending on how many Brave
browser users visit and how much time they spend.

05
Brave Browser delivers a web and mobile browser
that seeks to provide a private, safe and fast
browsing alternative. From the co-founder of Mozilla
and creator of web programming language
JavaScript, Brave browser aims to save loading
times, block advertisements and AdTech. The
browser claims to be up to 8 times faster than
Chrome and Safari.
The browser features blockchain-based tokens that
can be used to reward content creators with

06

The group of scientists, engineers and
cryptographers aim to provide accessible alternatives
for the public seeking options away from Google,
Microsoft, Facebook, Amazon and Apple.
ProtonVPN is focused on security, privacy and safety.
The tool is free and available to use and the terms
and conditions strict in empowering the user and the
data they use the app for. Similar to ProtonMail, the
free version has restrictions. ProtonVPN allows the
switching among 3 countries and only works on one
device at a time with low speeds. Paid plans range
from $4 per month to $24 per month for various
additional layers of privacy, speed and extra features.

Proton is a Swiss corporation that emerged to
provide secure privacy-focused alternatives to
Google, Microsoft, Amazon and Facebook. At CERN,
the European Organisation for Nuclear Research, the
founding group of technologists behind Proton
Technologies AG. Switzerland has some of the world’s
strongest privacy laws and these features as part of
their assurance to users of ProtonMail, an email
service, and ProtonVPN, a virtual private network.
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Monitoring
Mobile apps like Opera Mini or Datally promise to
save your megabytes and data usage. In exchange
for this, they also monitor the usage of the individual
end-user. An exchange of greater access to private
end-user data by the mobile app, in order to provide
an experience. For Opera Mini, the promise is that
during day-to-day browsing, the end-user will
experience savings of their megabytes as they visit
web pages.

apps and ranks them on consumption, giving insight
into the inner workings of apps through
user-initiated sessions or background data.

For Datally, the promise is that as you allow it full
access to track all your internet and web traffic, it
will provide the means to analyse and save “over
30%” of your megabytes. Be that through setting
limits on apps or restricting certain mobile apps from
consuming megabytes. Apps like ProtonVPN, Firefox
Focus and Brave claim to use as little of your data
and want to compete on being more focused on
privacy.
Kenyan mobile network Safaricom have their
mySafaricom mobile app available on Android and
iOS. The app features a "Data Usage" tracking
feature that allows for monitoring of Android apps
that are consuming mobile data. The mySafaricom
app once provided with the access, shows the mobile

ZERO-RATING
Zero rating is the practice of a platform/website/web
app allowing access at no cost of airtime or
megabytes.

A primary example of this is Facebook's Free Basics
by Internet.org platform Users join by download the
app from the Google Play Store or visiting
http://0.freebasics.com. It is restricted to Airtel
mobile network users in Kenya.
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On Free Basics, users encounter local and regional
content sourced from websites and publishing
partners who are seeking to deliver their information
at no cost to the end-user. This includes news, jobs,
health and assorted Facebook experiences like
Messenger included in Free Basics.
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SPECIAL-PURPOSE BUNDLES

FACEBOOK “ZERO”
Facebook has activated a feature with select mobile
network operators in Kenya where users are able to
surf the social network in two modes:

Safaricom piloted a "Google Play Store" bundle
priced at Ksh. 20 per day or Ksh. 100 a month. This
bundle allowed for continuous updates of mobile
apps, without consuming one's megabytes and
existing data bundle balance.

a 10 MB bundle of data, while you have the 10 MB
remaining, WhatsApp will not be free. When the 10
MB is finished, WhatsApp will still be available at no
cost to the end-user but with terms and conditions
applying.

HOW “FREE WHATSAPP” WORKS
Limited - this mode excludes images and
videos. Instead, it allows one to consume
text-based updates and written information
from profiles, pages, groups and elsewhere
on Facebook.
Full - this mode allows full Facebook content
browsing and uses megabytes and mobile
data in videos and images throughout the
site.
These two features will be enabled through a "bar" at
the top of the mobile app that instructs Facebook
which mode one prefers to surf in.

When mobile networks in Zimbabwe companies
began WhatsApp-specific bundles in 2015, there was
strong uptake. What couldn’t have been anticipated
was just how much the country’s internet traffic
would come to revolve around the messaging app. In
2017, over 44% of internet traffic in the country was
attributed to WhatsApp, compared to 1% contributed
by Facebook.39
In Kenya, the free WhatsApp offering available from
various mobile network operators in Kenya has a
caveat. It only works when the mobile data bundle is
depleted. What this means is that upon purchase of
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WI-FI AND ALTERNATIVE MEANS OF
CONNECTIVITY
Connectivity continues to grow and advance thanks
to the participation of Microsoft, Google and
Facebook in Kenya. Unlike the rest of the world where
the firms are primarily competing on providing
consumer internet and enterprise services, the three
firms are battling for the future of connectivity in
Kenya in different ways, predominantly using Wi-Fi
connectivity.

by
by

MICROSOFT - MAWINGU NETWORKS

GOOGLE - LOON

With over 11.4% market share of internet users. This
Nanyuki-based intervention began by using TV
White Spaces, which refers to the free spectrum
availed after the switch from analogue television
broadcasting to digital in 2015, to provide affordable
internet access. TV White spaces deliver connectivity
without the physical infrastructure of fiber-optic
cables or mobile network base stations. The rural
connectivity player has diversified and gone on to
offer Wi-Fi starting at 50 MB for Ksh. 10 and 8 GB for
Ksh. 1,000. For Mawingu’s Home connectivity
solutions, prices start at Ksh. 4,999 for 2 MBps and
tops off at Ksh. 17,999 for 10 MBps. Mawingu
Networks received grant funding from Microsoft’s
4Afrika initiative and follow-on equity funding from
Microsoft Corporation.

Google flies technologically engineered balloons
20km in the air at stratospheric heights to provide
mobile network signal access in remote areas. Even
without the physical infrastructure of cell towers,
Kenyans will be able to get network reception, thanks
to Loon.
Kenya is a priority for Google in 2019 with a
partnership ongoing with mobile network operator
Telkom Kenya. This means that the stratospheric
balloon will be able to project and beam access to
the mobile network in areas where base stations are
absent.
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by

FACEBOOK "EXPRESS WI-FI"

BRCK - MOJA NETWORK

Facebook partnered up with EveryLayer, trading as
Surf to provide Wi-Fi connectivity across Kenya. Also
branded as "Express Wi-Fi" the partnership has
amassed over 1,000 Wi-Fi hotspots across Kenya.

BRCK is a Kenyan hardware and communications
startup battling with global players for connected
Africans. Through local hardware, cloud and
connectivity solutions, BRCK is a local firm holding
its own and delivering Wi-Fi solutions to connect
hundreds of thousands.

Connectivity options are presented similar to mobile
networks in bundles. These include free megabytes
upon registration and fixed pay-as-you-go options.
An option to earn a Wi-Fi bundle by watching
advertisements allows users to gain
access/time/megabytes. Users can also agree to
participate in market research surveys in exchange
for connectivity.

BRCK went on to launch solutions for the education,
development and enterprise sectors. Its consumer
offering, Moja Network, provides free Wi-Fi
connectivity on matatus (minivan taxis) and public
spaces in Nairobi. With over 300,000 monthly active
users, it is powered by SupaBRCK, a rugged
microserver that succeeded the original BRCk and
boasts an onboard CPU, increased battery life,
weatherproofing, 5 terabytes of hard drive space and
multiple connectivity options.
In February 2019, BRCK announced it was acquiring
Surf to make the Moja Network Africa’s
second-largest public WiFi network with over 500,000
monthly active users40.

In 2013, the firm launched with a “backup generator
for the internet” responding to the need for
persistent connectivity. Their first device provided
hotspot connectivity for up to 20 devices, an 8-hour
battery backup, 16 GB of storage space and the
ability to switch between Ethernet and mobile data
connectivity. The firm crowdfunded over $170,000
from over 1,000 backers to create and scale the
BRCK.
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LITE-APPS OVER FULL APPS
Over the last decade with the rise in adoption of
smartphones, developers faced competition to have
their apps downloaded. Due to resource constraints,
many Android users who use low-end devices are
limited by storage space and processing power. As
their smartphones ran out of storage space, they
would experience slow performance on their devices.
Users will occasionally sacrifice certain apps to free
up storage space for the phone to function normally.
These deletions of mobile apps every so often
means that the size of the mobile application
matters.
More so in a crowded category for example social
networking, chat and messaging or lending apps. A
small size of mobile app can be a point of
differentiation over competitors.
This insight marked the launch of “lite” apps. These
mobile apps are built from the ground up to provide

as many of the full features of a mobile app while
consuming fewer megabytes during regular use and
occupying less storage space on the phone. Lite
apps include Facebook Lite, Twitter Lite, Skype Lite,
Uber Lite and LinkedIn Lite to name a few.

SWITCHING TO ANDROID GO-EDITION
In October of 2017, Google launched Android Go
Edition. There are over 2.1 million apps on Android’s
Google Play store and 2 million apps on the iOS App
Store41.
Google opted to redevelop its core apps, with space
and data consumption in mind. Google remade Gmail,
Google Maps, Google Search, YouTube and Google

Assistant. For example, Google Maps was split into
two separate apps. Google Maps Go was developed
and is a fraction of the size of the original app.
Google Maps is 31 MB (megabytes) while Google
Maps Go is 0.21 MB.
Android Go Edition apps occupy a smaller footprint
and use fewer megabytes of data. For phones with
less than and is focused on delivering a lean
experience to end-users. Google’s promises data
savings, better performance, security and to use less
storage for entry-level smartphones.
In Africa, the key uses of a smartphone include the
phone camera and listening to music. And so, for
music and media content, Google released features
that allow for peer-to-peer sharing incorporated into
YouTube Go and Files Go respectively.
Over the next decade, there will be a race to develop
more experiences that match and cater to the needs
of Kenyans.
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TRANSSION & BOOMPLAY
Transsion Holdings is the Chinese parent company
and manufacturer of Tecno, Itel, Spice and Infinix
mobile phone brands. Despite the competition
between the brands in different markets, they are
one corporation. Transsion sold just under 100 million
devices in Africa in 2017. Their estimated market
share suggests 4 of every 10 smartphones in Africa
are Transsion devices. Transsion took the next step
beyond hardware by collecting mobile user data. Its
next move is to deliver software and app propositions
to its large customer base.
Boomplay is a music streaming and download service
by Transsion Music Limited, a joint venture between
Transsion Holdings and Chinese internet technology
company NetEase. Launched in 2015, the app has

3 million
Monthly Active Users on
Boomplay in Kenya

over 31 million monthly active users, the majority of
whom are in Africa. Each month, there are over 1.3
billion music plays and 1.6 million video plays each
month.
Boomplay has over 3 million monthly active users in
Kenya. The Android mobile app is a media player for
music and media content located on the device and
has its own catalogue, which a partnership with
global publishers like Universal Music Group. It
features a social network for recording artists and
entertainers to interact with listeners and grow their
audience. Through playlists, it promotes local and
regional discovery of music artists and pays royalties
through revenue sharing agreements.
Boomplay attempts to fill a part of the value chain
often lost to piracy, through a virtual currency
purchased with airtime. This currency is used to
download and stream music within the app. A share
of this revenue is passed on to the artist and their
record label.
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IS THE WEB OPTIMISED FOR PREMIUM
EXPERIENCES RATHER THAN MEGABYTE
CONSTRAINTS?
YouTube Go allows users to choose how many
megabytes they are comfortable to spend to watch a
video. In contrast, the full YouTube app that comes
pre-installed on hundreds of millions of smartphones
but optimises for YouTube’s preferred user
experience. This optimisation can, at times, be at the
expense of the end user's mobile data bundles.

OOKLA, the company behind Speedtest.net
recognised Safaricom with the fastest network speed
award. This correlates with negative feedback about
data bundles disappearing. 43The faster the network,
the more likely that mobile apps will optimise for a
premium experience, delivering video at higher
resolution and consuming more megabytes.

YouTube is constantly checking the true speed of the
internet connection to the mobile device and
bumping the user up to a higher resolution of pixels.
Televisions, tablets, computers and mobile phone
screens have increased the provision of
pixels-per-inch (PPI) to allow for greater clarity. This
comes at a greater cost in consumption of
megabytes.

This concept, when applied, can be extrapolated to
additional background data, updates and loading of
higher-resolution images in apps, delivering what the
developers consider to be a premium experience, at
the expense of mobile data. Social media apps like
Facebook, Twitter and Snapchat include a “data
saving mode” that users can turn on. The use of dark
mode, also known as night mode, has also been
associated with assisting smartphones to save on
battery and is worth switching on, wherever
available44.

The same five-minute video can consume very
different megabyte amounts. Documentation by
YouTube shows ideal speeds based on the resolution
of the video being watched. For example, for 4K,
which is 2160p at 60 frames per second (fps), the
ideal speed to sustain this resolution is 50 Mbps
which means 50 MBs consumed per second
streaming the video42.
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IS THE WEB OPTIMISED FOR PREMIUM
EXPERIENCES RATHER THAN MEGABYTE
CONSTRAINTS?
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The State of Mobile Data report by Nendo aims to
spark a national conversation on connectivity. As
such, there are projections, predictions and
provocations for the nation and the continent at
large.
For consumers, the challenge and opportunity are in
exploring affordability and managing income, relative
to the price of mobile data. Nendo’s report was
created with the Sustainable Development Goals in
mind, specifically, SDG 9.C which specifies
“Significantly increase access to information and
communications technology and strive to provide
universal and affordable access to the Internet in
the least developed countries by 2020.”
In 2010, airtime was added to the tracking of Kenya’s
Consumer Price Index owing to its place in society
and the economy45. In 2019, Nendo proposes that
the Kenya National Bureau of Statistics consider and
track the average price of 500MB and/or 1GB be
considered and tracked.

We believe that in 2019, the Kenyan market will rely
on mobile connectivity to leap into the age of
connected devices. Internet of Things (IoT) is a
system of interrelated computing devices,
mechanical and digital machines that exchange data
thanks to connectivity, primarily through mobile
networks. These can include pay-as-you-go solar
panels and gas cookers or speed governors that
report on overspeeding minivans. The Government
of Kenya and its directive to collect biodata from
citizens and digitise licenses moves it further into
new territory with guarding and securing citizen
data.
For the mobile network operators, the quest to
provide reliable connectivity will require innovation.
Customer experience and value addition will be key.
Value-for-money and value-for-data are areas to
differentiate in future for mobile network operators.
Zero rating will be used to differentiate mobile apps
and competitors by removing the barrier of
megabytes to access their platforms.
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Sports betting is a growing practice and habit among
millions of Kenyans. To build upon it with a different
outcome, the creation of a ‘prize-linked’ savings
account by a Kenyan mobile network or bank would
hold interesting prospects. The concept follows a
mechanism similar to a lottery, only that bettors
would see their “losses” contributed into savings and
receive prize-like payouts in lieu of interest for the
funds contributed to the savings account.

reliable mobile network connectivity. All mobile
network operators ought to participate in this to
reality.

This would provide an alternative to gambling and
sports betting features similar mechanics while
generating a net positive outcome and return on
investment. A successful prize-linked savings
account was created by First National Bank (FNB) in
South Africa, offering $150,000 among the prizes for
those who were faithful to saving and investing on a
regular basis. It was, however, shut down after the
state lottery commission took FNB to court citing
losses on the national lottery in the country46.

Government-related citizen services and data will
require secure storage, encryption and security with
transparent reporting to the public. Consumer
education will be required, be it through government
officials and offices in the counties or informal
centres such as cyber cafes.

The protection of data and identity will be required to
apply not just to external players such as Financial
Technology (FinTech) companies operating with
Kenyan end-users, but also towards government
services.

Nendo encourages continuous utilisation of the
Communications Authority Universal Service Access
Fund to increase accessibility to connectivity and
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CONCLUSIONS

TRADEMARKS

Disclosures

There is work to be done to connect the nation and
bring new users online. As that happens, existing
smartphone users can develop a greater
understanding of their megabytes so as to control
them. The trends discussed in this report provide us
a picture of what factors users are likely to consider.
How likely are they to consume megabytes and what
they are likely to do to control and extract maximum
value from their megabytes? After all, after cash,
mobile money and airtime, megabytes are the most
important digital currency of the economy.

Use of a term in this book should not be regarded as
affecting the validity of any trademark or service
mark. Nendo Ltd cannot attest to the accuracy of
this information.

Nendo Ltd has been proud to prepare this report and expresses
appreciation to various professionals from the industry who
contributed with time and access. In the interest of full disclosure,
Nendo counts Safaricom PLC and Pevans East Africa Ltd among
its clients with social listening and training services provided
respectively.

Should any copyright infringement have occurred,
please contact us and we will make every effort to
rectify the omission or error in the event of a reprint
or new edition. You can contact us on
hello@nendo.co.ke with the subject line “Copyright
Query”.
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